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1. Specific Nuclear Material

The President of the Russian Federation, Boris Yeltsin
announced in his Statement to the Moscow Summit on Nuclear
Safety and Security that the fourth item of the Russian plan is
peaceful utilization of materials resulting from nuclear weapons
dismantling and that large-scale reductions of nuclear arsenals
of Russia and the USA is one of the major achievements of our
time.

In connection with this Boris Yeltsin said: " All of us are
facing the important problem of utilization of plutonium.
Hence, we stand for the construction of secure storage facilities
for nuclear material".
,' He also noted that we had completed the design work and
were constructing now a similar storage facility at the site of the
"Mayak" industrial complex with US participation.

This storage facility will accommodate about 40 percent of
the Russian weapons-grade plutonium. We are planning to place
this facility under the IAEA safeguards. He also added that he
believed that this experience should be extended to other
countries.

Secretary of Energy of the United States, Hazel R.
O'Leary, Minister of Atomic Energy of the Russian Federation,
Viktor Mikhailov, and Director General of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Hans Blix, met in Vienna on 17
September 1996 in order to consider practical measures to fulfill
statements by the president of the United states of September



1993 and the President of the Russian Federation of April 1996
concerning the application of IAEA verification of weapon origin
fissile materials.

It is very important to remind that at that meeting the
Ministers of the United States and the Russian Federation
agreed to discuss technical methods designed to protect sensitive
nuclear weapons information and to prevent its disclosure, and
to hold appropriate consultations with the IAEA on this matter.
It was agreed that it was essential to ensure that IAEA
verification of relevant fissile materials would not undermine
the obligations of the United States and the Russian Federation
under Article I of the NPT.

Therefore, the main purpose of the Trilateral Initiative is
to verify that weapon origin fissile materials no longer needed
for US and Russian defense purposes are not reused to produce
new nuclear weapons.

The Agency's role here would be to promote international
cooperation aimed at finding an economically sound and
environmentally safe use for weapons-grade material in the civil
nuclear fuel cycle, and to verify the irreversibility of the
processes whereby fissile materials are withdrawn from the
defense sector as part of nuclear disarmament process.

A Joint Working Group has been formed in order to
address the various technical, legal, and financial issues
associated with implementing IAEA verification of relevant
fissile materials. There were 9 meetings of the Group. They took
place in the United States, in the Russian Federation and in
Vienna.

As to the question of the safe and secure storage of these
materials, I would like to note that significant new approaches
are being developed, as has been convincingly demonstrated by
Russia, the United States and IAEA within the framework of
their project.

A new unique storage facility at the site of the "Mayak"
industrial complex is under construction.

To exclude accidents the storage facility shall withstand a
design basis
- earthquake with magnitude 8,
- temperature impacts,

shock front pressure of 10 KPa.
flood and



- possible aircraft crash.

The storage consists of two storage modules. Each module
is designed for loading of 25000 containers. As illustrated, each
storage module contains six sections and each section will
comprise 528 storage pits.

Each pit will be surrounded with four cooling channels.

In September 1997 IAEA delegation headed by Dr. Hans
Blix visited the storage facility at the site of the "Mayak"
industrial complex.

The position of the Russian Federation in developing new
approach for weapon-origin fissile material verification takes
into account the important factors as follows:
- The traditional approaches for application of IAEA
Safeguards under NPT can not be acceptable to fulfill the
project because of the need to protect sensitive nuclear weapons
information and to prevent its disclosure;
- Practically all the attributes of the fissile material subject
to international control such as chemical composition, isotopic
composition, geometry and weight are classified. We understand
that it will not be possible to overcome classified barriers in the
future;
- A new approach for verification of relevant fissile material
should be economical enough and not intrusive.

The last Technical Meeting in the context of the Trilateral
Initiative was held by experts from the Russian Federation, the
United States of America and the International Atomic Energy
Agency on March 10-13, 1998.

At the invitation of the Russian Side, the Meeting took
place in Obninsk at the Institute for Physics and Power
Engineering (IPPE). This Technical Meeting was the second of
those specified in the Work Plan, contained in the Progress
Report of the Joint Working Group approved by the Russian
and US Ministers and the IAEA Director General.

The purpose of the Meeting was to demonstrate approach
of Russian experts for measurements of weapon-grade and non-
weapon-grade plutonium in standard AT-400R containers and
to prepare recommendations on fissile material attributes and the
next steps to examine technical issues related to possible



methods for IAEA verification of weapon origin fissile materials
in sensitive forms.

Several instruments and measuring techniques developed at
Minatom facilities were presented by the Russian experts. These
measurement approaches and instruments were proposed to
consideration for plutonium verification in containers without
revealing sensitive information. They are:
- Low-resolution gamma-ray spectrometry measurements
using Nal detectors;
- Integrated measurements of gamma and neutron emissions
using organic scintillation detectors (styibene detectors);
- Verification based on the high-resolution gamma-ray
spectrometry measurements combined with the neutron
coincidence measurements.

Also, existing Russian instruments and instrument
prototypes developed for Minatom facilities were demonstrated.
These instruments are based on low-resolution gamma
spectrometry and neutron counting. The Russian experts
demonstrated a high-resolution gamma-ray spectrometer for
plutonium isotopic and uranium enrichment analysis. Russian
experts reported the results of their testing at Los Alamos with
the use of plutonium reference samples.

The meeting has demonstrated the complexity and
integrated nature of the technical tasks that are yet to be solved
in order to protect classified information and prevent its
disclosure, to choose the best approaches to the equipment
selection and also to implement IAEA verification procedures to
derive independent conclusions in a way that will not
significantly interfere with operations at the storage facilities.

The Russian Federation highly appreciates the Agency's
effort in this new area of its activities.

2. Specific facilities used Russian technology and design.

2.1 "Model Facility" employing Russian-type gaseous
centrifuges.

What does it mean "Model Facility"?



"Model Facility" is a facility reflecting the most
substantial features of the design and technology of real Russian
enrichment plants.

What is the purpose of the "Model Facility"?

The purpose is to create possibilities for spreading Russian
technologies among the countries. The Russian Federation would
like to be sure that its technologies will be transparent from
IAEA safeguards point of view.

It should be mentioned that Russian type of centrifuge
facility is a very specific facility which design is completely
different from similar facilities subject to IAEA Safeguards in
the other countries.

It should be noted that a centrifuge facility based on
Russian centrifuge technology is configured as a single cascade,
which is extremely flexible.

The characteristic features of the Russian designed cascade
are:
- The only single cascade produces LEU up to 5 %;
- Enrichment in the range of 5 % could be changed
- by its reconfiguration;
- Impossibility to use traditional approach applied to the

"Hexapartite Project" facilities due to its possible
reconfiguration;

- Protection of sensitive information.

To meet the requirements of the Project the following
tasks should be met:
- To fill in the Design Information Questionnaire for the
"Model Facility";
- To develop Nuclear Materials Accountancy System to be
applied for the "Model Facility";
- To analyze diversion paths of LEU and possibilities of
HEU production;
- To evaluate of IAEA enrichment verification methods and
equipment available;

To develop Safeguards Approach for the "Model Facility"



n
to be acceptable for implementation at the enrichment plants
using Russian centrifuge technology;
- To prepare a program for training of safeguards inspectors.

New verification methods including environmental
sampling should be widely proposed in order to be used during
routine and PIV Inspections in the cascade hall area. After their
testing have been completed the new verification methods could
be included into the inspection practices for the enrichment
plants using Russian centrifuge technology.

The Russian Federation highly appreciates the joint efforts
of close cooperation with the Agency aimed at establishing an
effective and efficient IAEA safeguards for the enrichment plants
using Russian centrifuge technology.

3. Specific situation of nuclear materials storing

The Agreement between the Republic of Kazakstan and the
IAEA for the application of Safeguards in connection with the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferatin of Nuclear Weapons came into
force in August 1995. Since that time all nuclear activities of the
Republic of Kazakstan were subject to IAEA Safeguards.

There was a difficult situation with the application of
IAEA Safeguards at Kurchatov, where the Institute of Atomic
Energy of the National Nuclear Center of Kazakstan (IAE NNC
of Kazakstan) is located.

The National Nuclear Center at Kurchatov consists of three
research reactors within separate perimeters, nuclear material
storage facilities and-a series of auxiliary buildings.

After a separation of Kazakstan from the Soviet Union 182
kg U-235 under the jurisdiction of the Russian Federation
remain at the site of the Center. The Russian nuclear material
was in different forms as follow:

Spent fuel assemblies in the storages;
Spent fuel assemblies with low activity located outside

containers in the storage;
- Unirradiated.fuel assemblies in classified form located in a
special Room;
- Nuclear fuel in the reactor core.

In accordance with the decision agreed bv the Russian



Authorities all Russian nuclear material was supposed to be
moved to Russia. But it should be noted that the process of
nuclear material shipment from one country to another is a time
consuming process, which requires the solutions of financial,
legal and technical questions.

In August 1996 the Agency was going to carry out
activities in preparation for the initial verification of nuclear
material at the Kurchatov site. The primary purpose of these
activities was for the Agency to begin with the verification of
the inventory of the Kazak nuclear material at the site, and for
the relevant safeguards approach, and the implementation of
IAEA Safeguards.

It was decided to arrange trilateral consultations between
the Agency, Kazakstan and Russia. The purpose of the trilateral
consultations was to conduct technical discussions about the
measures required for Safeguards to be applied to the Kazak
nuclear material at the facility taking into account the presence
of Russian nuclear material at the site.

Upon the Kazakstan invitation such a Meeting took place
in the Institute of Atomic Energy of the National Nuclear Center
of Kazakstan. At the Meeting experts from Kazakstan, Russia
and IAEA discussed the following questions:
- How the Russian material could clearly be separated and
stored in a locations away from the Kazak nuclear material;

How to make necessary hardware arrangements for
application of the seals;

How to communicate information between three parties in
case of nuclear material movement;
- How to report in the case of future experiments with
Russian nuclear material at the reactors, which belong to
Kazakstan and many other technical issues.

As a result of Trilateral consultations a specific procedures
for separation of Russian and Kazak nuclear materials, for
application joint seals to Russian nuclear material and for
notification of IAEA in case of Russian nuclear material
movement had been developed and agreed. Three parties had
signed a Memorandum of Understanding where mentioned
procedures are described.

Application of IAEA Safeguards at the National Nuclear
Center of Kazakstan started from October 1996.

Up to now a big part of Russian nuclear materials have



already been shipped to the Russian Federation. It is expected to
remove all remaining Russian nuclear material to Russia by the
end of this vear.


